SAINT VINCENT’S HOSPITAL MANHATTAN
Replacement Hospital

Working Summary of the Design Proposal
8 December 2008
For the reference of the Commissioners, this booklet summarizes the proposed design for the St Vincent’s replacement acute care hospital and trauma center. Images used have been culled from previous submissions.

The Appendix compares the proposed lenticular scheme to an alternate rectangular scheme requested in previous public testimony. Given the specific and essential requirements of the hospital program, the rectangular scheme is the lowest possible alternate to the proposed design, reducing the overall height of the building from 299’ to 263’ while increasing the predominant height of the street wall from 69’ to 263’.
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Podium Facade Detail

Legend:
1. Terra Cotta Panel
2. Dear Isle Granite
3. Bronze
4. Painted Aluminum
5. Painted Aluminium Sunshade
6. Stainless Steel Cable
7. Laminated Glass
8. 30% White Frit
9. Low E Insulating Glass
10. Clear Tempered Glass
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Podium Facade Detail
Legend:
1. Terra Cotta Panel
2. Painted Aluminum Frame
3. Bronze Kynar Finish
4. Painted Aluminum Shade
5. Low E Insulating Glass
6. Mahogany Cladding
7. Perforated Vertical Shade
8. Opalescent Glass
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